
 

Gravitational wave probesof new physics
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Generic weak field limit contains more thanjust GW's

Example gravitational field outside of star
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Analogywith E M Notevery electric fieldis an EM wave

Q What are sources of EM waves
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Useful forGW's Transverse treeless gauge

Simplifies vacuum equations ofmotion
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Formalsolutionusing Green's function of d'Alembert operator G
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Again in full analogywith EAM

Typically interested in the field faraway from the source In EBM
this is the dipole component Here
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na T appears
because we assume a non relativistic source

quadrupole radiation los dipole in ERMcase

Astrophysical sources

Binarysystems of blackholes neutron stars whitedwarfs

ehe Also supermassiveBHS



historically important HalseTaylor binary

Change in orbital frequency due to energy lossfrom GW
emission indirect detection of GWs

thesesystems are now becoming laboratories for probing deviations

from SM expectations hastpartof lecture

Cosmological sources

Inflation
Cosmic strings

ne Phase transitions

Axioms
focus on these

Note Cosmological sources produce a stochastic signal ie noise

while e g binariesproduce adherent signal though then is also

a stochastic BG from unresolvedbinaries


